Hello,

If you receive this letter, it’s to take part to the ideal exhibition from your home.

By clicking on the link and entering the password below, you will access a series of videos.

The first two will explain to you what is an ideal exhibition. The following ones will give instructions to carry out real works of art.

Create the ones that inspire you. Do them in YOUR own way, using the colors YOU want, alone or with family, eyes open, eyes closed, in a day or a week, make it tiny or make it huge...

When you’re done, have your own artshow like in a real museum: in your bedroom, dining room, at your window or even in a notebook.

Don’t forget to take pictures of your exhibition!

To take inspiration from existing ideal exhibitions, you can click here.

To access the videos:
https://vimeopro.com/expoideale/lexpo-ideale-avec-herve-tullet

Password: Tobo Studio

To send us pictures of your artshow:
your teacher email or info@expoideale.com

HAVE FUN CREATING!

Mila made her own in the dining room

Sandrine did her mini ideal exhibition in a cardboard

#expoideale or #idealexhibition